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Geolg Luk6cs's History anrl Class Consciousness contains one of the most

important discussions of organizational questions to emerge from the

tumultuous period immediately following World War 1. Unfortunately,
Lukiics's cor.rtribution is Iittle studied or discussed todayand y'idelymrsun-

derstood. Tlpically, he is viewed as a proto-stalinist by critical theorists in
Germany and Arnerica and as a romantic irrationalist by Marxist scholars
under the influence of Louis Althusser and Lucio Colletti in England,
France, and Italy. Michael Lowy's careful study of Lukics's position in its
historical context shows that neither of these interpretations is correct.
Ltiury argues conr.incingly that Luk6cs has an original conception ofpoli,
tics that is still ofinterest.l

Indeed, Lukiics can be seen attempting to construct a theory of mass
politics at a decisive juncture, just before its d,egeneration at the hands of
modern political parties, the media, and bureaucratic dictatorships. He
still hoped that the existential involvement of the masses in hisrorical
action couid ground a learning process leading to higher levels offreedom
and individualitl Not just Luk6cs, but also Korsch, Gransci, and other
Marxist thecrists in the rgzos der.ised personal r,ersions of Leninism as a

t. For exanrples, see fiirgen Habernas, Theory antl practice (Boston: Beacon, 197-l), 34
36;Louis Althusser, er a1., Lirc le Copital(Patts: tr4aspbro, r967), vol. z,1rl4. Cf. Michael Ldwy,
Pout une sociologies des itltellectuels ritolutionaires (Paris: Presses Llniversitaires de France,
\976), zo3_25.
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framework for transforming the defensive working-class counterculture

inherited from the Second international into a base for aggressive anti

capitalist propaganda and action. They were more or less aware that they

were in struggle with a new form of mass society, a more powerfui adver-

sary than anl'thing the nineteenth century had been able to produce This

awareness showed up in a new emphasis on "consciousness," "hegemony,"

"spiritual factors." They hoped that the experience of political action

would produce a historical subject with unprecedented resistance to bour-

geois culture.

The problem as it appeared in this early period concerned the pos-

sibility of mass enlightenment on the basis of lvlardst theory in opposition

to a rising tide ofreactionary beliefs supported by the established cultural

institutions. Iv{ore preciselv, the revolutionaries needed to work out the

relation between the scientific content of Marxist theory, to which the

party had access, and mass action, the radical tendency of which made

Marxist ideas credible to workers.

The purpose of this chapter is to reconstruct Luklcs\ solution to this

problem as it grew out ofhis evaluation ofthe work ofRon Luxemburg

and Vladimir Lenin, and then to consider the inauspicious theory ofthe

socialist state that caps it.In History and Class Conscioasness Lukdcs wrote

that "the question oforganization is the most profound intellectual ques-

tion facing the revolution."'? Lukiics's intense interest in what might nor-

mallybe seen as technical political problems was connected to the intensity

ofrevolutionary expectations in his day. He wrote, "Onlywhen the revolu-

tion has entered into quotidian reality will the question of revolutionary

organization demand imperiously to be admitted to the consciousness of

the masses and their theoreticians" (HCC zgz) It is in this context that

Lukdcs studied the debates ofLuremburg and Lenin, not merely as politi-

cal disagreements, but as indices ofthe changing relation of Marxist theory

to historical reality.

In the language of the Second International, the dispute between Lux-

emburg and Lenin concerned the relative importance of"spontaneity" and

"consciousness." These terms refer respectively to uncontrolled mass ac-

z. Georg Lukics, History anA Cldss Consciousness, trars. Rodney Livingstol€ (Bostoni

MIT Press, 1968), ll8; hereafter referred to as HCC in the texi.
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tion and party-directed activities' It is important not to confuse "spon-

taneity" in this Second International sense with romantic notions of the

uncaused or the unmotivated. Luk6cs, for example' explained that "the

spontaneity of a movement . . . is only the subjective' mass-psychological

er?ression of its determination by pure economic laws" (HCC-Aoz)' "Con-

sciousness," on the other hand, suggests such instrurnental notrons as

"theory" and "planning'" According to Luk6cs' the debate over the relative

importance of spontaneity and consciousness goes very deep to the heart

of the Marxist conception of the revolution, for "the question of how to

organize a revolutionary party can only be developed organically from a

thJory of revolution itself" (HCC 297)' Lukics claimed that Luxemburg's

emphasis on spontaneity was due to a concePtion of the revolution as

primarily social rather than political, as a product ofthe laws of motion of

capitalism's contradictory economic structure' On the other hand' Lenin s

emphasis on consciousness reflected a concept of the revolution as the

political transcendence of thedeterminism of the economy'

At the time Lukiics was writing' Luxemburg's thought was a locus clas-

sicus among Western Marxists. Luk6cs started with a spontanerst concep-

tion ofthe revolution, derived in part from Luxemburg' and moved gradu-

ally toward a position more nearly consistent with Lenin s actual practice'

History and Class Consciousnessworked out Luk6cs's changing position on

the question of organization in the course of two essays on Rosa Lux-

emburg, the first written in 192i, the second exactly one year later' How-

ever, if Lukdcs finally preferred Lenin's organizational methods' he con-

tinued to believe that it was Luxemburg who "saw the significance of mass

actions more clearly than anyone" (HCC 298)' And as late as Luk6cs's lerin

book, he continued to analyze the phenomenon ofthe soviets or councils

in Luxemburgian terms as expressing the breakdown ofthe reified bound-

ary between economics and politics that underlies bourgeois society'3 His

interpretation of Lenin, furthermore, revealed an implicit rejection of

much of Lenin's own self-interpretation, particularly the theory of "con-

sciousness from without." Thus in his early Marxist works, Luk6cs seems to

have attempted a synthesis of ideas drawn ftom both Luxemburg and

Lenin.

3. Georg Lukiics, lenin, trans. N. lacobs (London: New Left lJooks' rgTo)' 67-6tl'
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R E F L E X I V E  S U B  J E C T I V I T Y

Lukiics's retlections on organization address the vexed question ofthe rela-

tionship between Marxist theory and working-class practice. The problem

arises because, given its independent "scientific" origin, Ivlarxism's tie to

the labor movement might be merely contingent and conjunctural- lvlarx-

ism and the rvorking class might have joined together through a happy

mutual misunderstanding and not be essentially related at all. As Lukics

wrote: "The issue turns on th€ question of theory and practice. And this

not merely in the sense given it by lvlarx when he says in his first critique of

Hegel that 'theory becomes a material force when it grips the masses-' Even

more to the point is the need to discor,'er.those features and definitions

both of the theory and the ways ofgripping the masses which convert the

theory, the dialectical method, into avehicle of revolution. . . . If this is not

done that'gripping of the masses' could well turn out to be a will o'the

wisp. It might turn out that the masses were in the grip ofquite different

forces, that theywere in pursuit ofquite different ends. In that event, there

would be no necessary connection between the theory and their activity"

(HCC z). Luk6cs's response was formulated in terms of what I will call

Marx's "reflexive" concept of subjectivity.

The concept of subjectivity in Marx's early writings was deeply influ-

enced by Hegel's critique of the Jacobin experience in the French Revolu-

tion. In the Phenomenology, Hegel claimed that-the Jacobins attempted to

impose a moral truth directly and immediately on society in ignorance of

the deeper level ofsocial realityfrom which actual development arises. But,

Hegel and lvlarx both argued, morality is a functional element within

society and not a standpoint on society. They agreed in rejecting the com-

plete disconnection of supposedly absolute ethical and political impera-

tives from actual social life. If societies can be ordered in a normative

continuum, as both Hegel and Marx believed, it must be in terms of

standards other than moral ones.

In the light of Hegel's criticism, Marx was arxious to avoid a purely

political moralism that would be based not on real social tensions but on

abstract principles in the Jacobin manner. Marx's original discussion of

these problems is found in several early essays in which he attempted

to distinguish his position from utopian communism and the Jacobin-

Blanquist revolutionism ofhis day. In the early r84os, when Marx elabo-
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rated this position, he was writing under the influence not only of Hegel'

i,r, utro oif.u".Uuch, whose theory ofreligious alienation he attempted to

peneralizetoincludemoralityandthestate.|ustasFeuerbachreduced

irfigion ,o its "human basis" in the alienated community' so Marx pro-

j".-t"J the 'tociut" as the hidden unity ofthe contraries into which life was

iivided in alienated class society. The return to this basis would require not

th" ,.fo.* of tl.re state but its abolition and' correspondingly' not the

moralizationb,,tt t|.te abolition o| property-based civil society, dialectically

correlated with the state' Communism' in his view' could not be a utopla

i.por.d frot above against privare interests' for the very act of imposing
-':utopia' 

would reproduce the basic ill' the split between ethics and reality'

A revolution that aims to bring morality down to earth' to realize morality

Ul-"f.itg i 
" 

f.",ure of daily iife' rooted in the interests and culture ofthe

people, could never succeed on the basis of state action'
' 

th,r, h" argued in "Critical Notes on The King of Prussia and Social

Reform" that the proletariat cannot base its revolution on abstract ethicai

exigencies imposed by the state against the real interests they must by

deinition contradict insofar as they take on an ethical form' The pro-

letarian goal is not merely to change the state by infusing it with correct

moral principles, but far more radically to destroy the state' The proletariat

,hoold uuoid politics, except for purely negative purposes' and should

instead concentrate on social action toward the end of creating a wholly

new type ofsociety in which polirics will be unnecessary'a

These concepts had a lasting impact on Marx's self-understanding as a

revolutionary theoretician. For if Marxism is not merely a disguised ethical

exigencyfrom which the statewould necessarilybe reborn after the revolu-

tion, it must stand in a new relation to the class it represents Starting from

the critique of morality, Marx arrived at a general concept ofrevolutionary

subjectivity as the "reflection' of iife in thought' Marx introduced this

reflexive concept ofsubjectivity to describe a qpe ofrevolutionary theory

and consciousness that grows out ofhistorical "necessity" instead ofbeing

imposed "abstractly'' on the basis ofpure moral principle' Reiectlng mor-

alism, Marx wrote in a famous early ietter, "Until now the philosophers

had the solution to all riddles in their desks, and the stupid outside world

4. Karl Marx, writings oJthe YotngMau on Philosophy and Socicfl (New York Double

day, i967),35o.
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simply had to open its mouth that the roasted pigeons ofabsolute science
might fly into it."5 By contrast, N4arx claimed, his theory simply explains to
the "world" "its own actions" and thus articulates the historically evolved
content of the social movement. He wrote, "We merely show the world
why it actually struggles; and the awareness of this is something the world
/rlastacquire, even if it does not want to."6 And in his essay "On the Jewish
Question," Marx concluded, "It is not enough that thought should seek to
realize itself; reality must also strive toward thought."T

In the early writings, reflexive subjectivity corresponds to social revolu-
tion just as abstract ethical subjectivity corresponds to political revolution.
The one emerges from the "social instinct" of the proletariat and articu-
lates the inner meaning of its actions, while the other reflects the t.rppr,rsr-
tion of"ought" and "is" as they are experienced by the isolated individual
in bourgeois society. But later writings are ambiguous, conserving only
traces ofthis original concept ofsubjectivity, as, for example, in a passage
in the preface io Capitalwhere Marx writes of his critical rirethod that "so
far as such criticism represents a class, it can only represent the class whose
vocation in history is the overthrow ofthe capitalist mode of production
and the final abolition of all classes-the proletariat."s This passage con-
tinues to suggest that Marxism is somehow rooted in the life experiences of
the working class, although unfortunately Marx never explained exactly
how and to what extent.

Marx made a similar point more explicitly in The Eighteenih Brumaire
of Louis Bonapartewith respect to the pettF bourgeoisie. Marx writes: "just
as Iittle must one imagine that the democratic representatives are indeed
all shopkeepers or enthusiastic champions of shopkeepers. According to
their education and their individual position they may be as far apart as
heaven fiom earth. What makes them representatives of the petty bour-
geoisie is the fact that in their minds they do not ger beyond the limits
which the latter do not get beyond in life, that they are consequently
driven, theoretically, to the same problems and solutions to which material
interest and social position drives the latter practically. This is, in general,
the relationship bet\,veen the political and literary representatives ofa class

s. Ibid., zrz.
6. letter from Marx to Ruge (Sept. 1843), ibid., p. 2r4 and quoted in HCC 77.
7. KarlMarx, Early Wrirings (London: C. A. Watts, 1963),51-54.
S.KarlMa:'x, Capital (New York: Modern Library, 19o6), vol. r, zo.
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and they class they represent.e Even this rudimentary theory was left be-

hind in his mature writings, where he offered programmatic references to

the "determination ofthought bybeing" and "historical necessity" in place

of the more precise concept of reflexivity' Although this deterministic

language is often seen as a concession to scientism' it also serves the same

function as the earlier theory ofreflexive consciousness in avoiding politi-

cal moralism.

Lukdcs did not arrive at Marx's reflexive concept ofsubjectivity directly

through the reading of Marx but indirectly through Marx's own Hegelian

sources. Luk6cs's pre-Marxist Theory of the Novel recapitulated Hegelt

critique ofabstract ethics' In that work, Lukics depicted the novelistichero

as the bearer of a degraded idealism necessarily correlated with the de-

graded reality of bourgeois society' From the ironic standpoint of the

novelist and critic, reified society and the nostalgia for meaning are fea-

tures ofthe same desolate spiritual landscape. By the tim ehewrote History

snd Class Consciousness, Luk6cs had concluded that achieving transcen-

dence *ould require forms of collective opposition unavailable to the

individual in bourgeois society and open only to the class' Like the early

Marx, Lukdcs was determined to find a way to renew the theory ofrevolu-

tion that avoided the pitfalls of individualistic moralism' Reflexive subjec-

tivity offered a solution that could also form the critical link between

Luk6cs's interpretation of Marxism and classical Germany philosophy'

Thus, Luk6cs noted that "the deep affinities between historical materialism

and Hegel's philosophy are clearly manifested here, for both conceive of

theory as the self-knowledge ofreality" (HCC 16). For Luk6cs, as for Hegei

and the early Marx, consciousness conceived as self-knowledge transcends

the opposition ofthought and being, subject and object, "ought" and "is'"

This is the secret of what he called the "post-utopian attitude to history"

(HCC z8) .

THEORY AND CONSCIOUSNESS IN  LUXEMBURG

Rosa Luxemburg's theory of mass action recovered the Marxist concept of

reflexive subjectivity from the complete oblivion into which it had fallen in

9. Karl Marx, The Eighteetth Bramaire of Louis Bonaparte, in Karl Marx and Friedrich

Engels. Sclerled ldorkJ (Ne\ York: lnternationalPublishers. rq69), rzr '
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the Second International. Her theory was inspired by the l9o5 Russian

Revolution, the first major mass struggle for socialism since the Commune

of Paris.r0 This was an immense, spontaneous social movement which

quickiy passed from basic economic protest to quite sophisticated social

and political demands and the creation of a new kind of revolutionary

organization, the "Soviet" or factory council.

The orthodox lvlarxism of the day held that the historical necessity of

the movement toward socialism was manifested in gradual union and

parliamentary struggle. More activist strategies, and especially violence,

were dismissed as ultraleft voluntarism. The Russian experience suggested

a different way of connecting revolutionary politics with historical deter-

minism. The struggles of r9o5 were violent and yet they clearly emerged

from the deepest determining forces of the historical process rather than

from the insurrectional fantasies ofpolitical leaders. In Luxemburg's inter-

pretation of this movement, spontaneity reconciles subject and object in

history. In the spontaneous struggle, the proletariat at one and the same

time realizes the necessity of the historical laws and imposes its will and

consciousness on the world.

Luxemburg argued against the pseudoscientific understanding of the-

ory prevalent in the Second International. She proposed a historical con-

cept of theory as a prolongation of action, the articulation of its inner

meaning. Ideas are the highest product of theory but they repreient the

lowest level of class consciousness. Mere opinions are what Luxemburg

calls a "theoretical and latent" class consciousness. Class consciousness

achieves full development not in this contemplative form, but in the "prac-

tical and active" expression ofclass aspirations andsolidarityin revolution-

ary struggle. Theory must cease to be a mere representation of the rnner

meaning of class struggle to become consciousness as a historical force in

that struggle.rr As Lukecs was later to explain it, "Proletarian thought is in

the first place merely a theory of praxis which only gradually transforms

itselfinto a practical theory that overturns the real world" (HCC zos).

For Luxemburg, as for Lukiics, the party played a decisive role in the

ro. RosaLuxemburg, "TheMass Stdke, the Political Partyand the Trade Unions;'in RoJ,

Lu*etfuurg Speaks (New York Pathfinder, rgzo).

u. Ibid., r99.

j
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passage from theory to practice, the latent to the active' "Organization,"

Lukdcs wrote, "is the form ofthe mediation between theory and practice"

(HCC zqg). To the temporarily latent character ofthe socialist goal corre-

sponds the historical reality of the Party' In relation to the masses, "the

party is the objectification oftheir own will (obscure though this maybe to

themselves)" (HCC az). What is latent and theoretical at any given mo-

ment must be made present organizationally if it is later to become practi-

cal in struggle. Like theory, the party represents the still-latent meaning of

struggles that need only achieve sufficient breadth and intensity to express

themselves in revolutionary consciousness. Theory and party organization

are thus joined to historical necessity by their expressive, hermeneutic

function, which is to grant conscious and explicit form to the implicit con-

tent ofthe sPontaneous struggle. They overcome utopianism and moral-

ism insofar as they derive historical necessity from spontaneitF.

From this Luxemburgian standpoint, political direction no longer has

any ofthe voluntaristic traits Marx reiected. It does not change the funda-

mentalorientation ofthe movement, but rather expresses the significance

ofongoing actions, thereby aiding the actors to clarifu their own goals' "It

[the party] must immerse its own truth in the spontaneous mass move-

ment and raise it from the depths of economic necessity, where it was

conceived, on to the heights of free, conscious action. In so doing it will

transform itself in the moment ofthe outbreak of revolution from a party

that makes demands to one that imposes an effective reality. This change

from demand to reality becomes the lever of the truly class-oriented and

truly revolutionary organization of the proletariat" (HCC 4t-42). Lux-

emburg's theory of organization had such a great impact on Luk6cs be-

cause it dovetailed neatly with his own Hegelian interpretation of Marx's

reflexi\.e concept of consciousness. But did thistheory offer an adequate

explanation for the revolutionary movements which followed the First

World War? Its intellectual elegance and consistency with Marxism were

no substitute for this ultimate test, which took the form ofa confrontation

with Lenin's very different approach and with the reality ofthe Russian

Revolution. Lukdcst reexamination of the debates between Luxemburg

and Lenin left him firmly committed to practical Leninism, although we

will see that he did not accept Lenint own self-interpretation and at-

tempted to substitute something quite different for it.
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L U X E M B U R G  O R  L E N I N

Luxemburg's theory ofthe revolution is more faithful to Marx than any

later contribution. However, just for that reason she cannot accurately

describe many important features of the revolutionary process that fol-

lowed World War I. The world had become so very unlike lvlarx's that his

ideas about revolution, even as developed by Lu-remburg after 1905, were

seriously misleading. Luxemburg, Lukrics believed, had "the illusion ofan
'organic', purely proletarian revolution" (HCC 3o3). Her image ofthe revo-

lution was unrealistically simple in three important respects: her extension

ofthe concept of the proletariat to cover the widest masses ofthe popula-

tion; her "over-estimation of the spontaneous, elemental forces of the

Revolution," and her tendency to believe in an "ideological organic growth

into socialism" (HCC zZs-zg). She consistently overestimated the unity of

the proletariat and the proletarian character ofthe revolution, minimizing

the organizational consequences of divissions within the class and the

complexity of alliances with nonproletarian strata and classes: "This false

assessment of the true driving forces leads to the decisive point of her

misinterpretation: to the underplaying ofthe role ofthe party in the revo-

lution and ofits conscious political action, as opposed to the necessity of

being driven along by the elemental forces of economic development"

(HCCz7).t'z

Lenin's partymaintained a considerable independence from the mass of

workers and on occasion took initiatives without much regard for pro-

letarian spontaneity. In Luxemburg's theory, the independence ofthe party

would be the death ofthe dialectic in which it raises the level.ofstruggle of

the masses through articulating the implicit content ofclass action. Lenin's

conception ofa disciplined minority leading the mass movement appeared

to her to be a voluntaristic illusion, already transcended by the Marxist

conception ofsocial revolution. Party and class are not two distinct objects

for Luxemburg, but dialectical moments ofa single collective subjectiviry

The party, quite simply, can neyer take the class as its object, either of

knowledge ot of action. Rather, the role ofthe party is to be the extreme

limit ofthe subjectivity ofthe class, the prolongation ofclass action toward

self-awareness. Iffor Lenin the party should be pictured one step ahead of

rz. For a critique of Lukicst critique ofltxemburg, see Michael Ldwy, "Lukiics et Rosa

Luxemburg: La Thiorie du Parti," in l'Hoz me et Ia Sociiti 43-44 (lan.-llone 19n)
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the class it leads as a vanguard, for Luxemburg the party is better imagined

behind the class, pointing in the direction in which the class is already half-

consciouslY moving.

This difference shows up significantly in their views on the role of

tactical planning in the revolution' They were' of course, in complete

agreement on such basics as the importance of the party's role in dis-

serninating revolutionary political propaganda in times of social peace'

and in the belief that the workers will revolt the sooner and the more

successfully, "the more rapidly and more deeply, more energetically the

educational work ofsocial democracy is carried out amongst them'"t3 And

they could also agree on the need for a party organization to coordinate

socially or geographically separated struggl€s. But beyond this minimum

the disagreement begins, Lenin holding that the party can at least try-and

sometimes succeed-in directing the struggle according to a tactical plan,

Luxemburg dismissing this goal as impossible and indeed harmful to the

movement.

Luxemburg believed that the sPontaneous tactical line that emerges

from- class struggle is superior to any plan ofthe party leadership' To the

extent that the necessary struggle is the spontaneous struggle and the party

a subordinate product ofthis spontaneity, thevery idea oftactical planning

ofthe revolution is a contradiction in terms. Even when wrong, the class

movement's spontaneous choices have the pathos of historical necessity

about them and form an integral part ofthe learning process ofthe class'

"Let us speak plainly," she wrote, "historically' the errors committed by a

truly revolutionary movement are infinitely more fruitful than the infalli-

bility of the cleverest Central Committee'"l4 She concluded: "In general,

the tactical policy of the Social Democracy is not something that can be
'invented.' 

It is the product of a series of great €reative acts of the often-

spontaneous class struggle seeking its way forward. . . ' The unconscious

comes before the conscious. The logic of the historical process comes

before the subjective logic of the human beings who participate in the

historic process."r5

The key practical difference implied by this disagreement concerns the

r3. Luxemburg, "The Mass Strike," r99.

r4. Ibid., r3o.
15. Ibid., r99.
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role of insurrection in proletarian revolution' Marx's critique of Jacobin

methods was prolonged in Luxemburg's theory of the mass strike as the

form of movement ofthe social revolution. Luxemburg argued quite cor-

rectly that a revolutionary mass strike cannot be planned and controlled in

its technical details by a political party; however, she failed to understand

the limitations of the mass strike, which, by itself, is insufficient to assure

victory. As Trotslq later explained the problem: "Whatever its power and

mass character, the general strike does not settle the problem ofpower; i1

only poses it. To seize power, it is necessary, while relying on the general

strike, to organize an insurrection."r6 In tlris task tactical planning is essen-

tial, as Lenin was the first to understand clearly'

Lukics argued that Lu.xemburg's theory of the revolutionary process

was at least partially invalidated by the practical lessons of the Russian

Revolution. Luxemburg had followed Marx in attempting to restrain the

political will ofthe working class so that it would listen to the deeper voice

ofits social instinct. But in the context ofthe revolutionary crisis following

World War I, political will was an increasingly important condition of

social advance. Lenin appeared to Lukdcs to have solved the problem of

joining the one to the other. The remaining diffrculty was to reconcile

Lenin's practical methods with Marxism' and this was the task Lukecs set

himself. Luk6cs's attempt to produce an independent theory based on

Lenin's practice seems to have been motivated in part by an implicit cri-

tique ofLenin's own self-interpretation. Certainly the Russian defenders of

Leninist orthodory sensed the incompatibility of Luk6cs's Leninism with

their own. If Lukdcs himself never openly addressed the problems in Le-

ninist theory, it was no doubt because he felt it wouldbe impolitic to do so'

and perhaps also because in the early rgzos strictly philosophical disagree-

ments with Lenin did not seem as important as practical agreement'

Unlike Lukics, Lenin had rernained faithful to the "orthodox" episte-

mology of the Second International "Center," as represented by such

thinkers as Karl Kautsky and G. V. Plekhanov. The reified categories Lenin

derived from this epistemology penetrated his own self-interpretation'

contradicting the revolutionary tendencies of his thought' Orthodoxy's

16. Leon Trotsky, "Les probldmes de la guerre c :uilel' in Initiaive Socialtsfe 17 ( June 1968):

9-1o. Cf. also Victor S erye, Il Aa I de la R ol,tio, R'sre (Paris: Editions de Delphes' 1965)'

96.
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chief theoretical positions included evoiutionary determinism, theory as

pure science, and organization and strategy as technical application ofthis

science. These positions had achieved a sort of classical coherence in the

Second International where they rationalized the basically reformist prac-

tice of the movement. After World War I, these same ideas were thrust into

the whirlwind ofrevolutionary action with confusing results.tT

Lukdcs's reinterpretation ofLenin must be understood in the context of

attempts in the West to break with the orthodox Marxism in which Lenin

still believed, and to devise a version of Leninism compatible with the

emphasis on revolutionary subjectivity that had emerged as one of the

chief characteristics ofthe postwar offensive. These attempts had in com-

mon an implicit rejection of the authoritarian implications of Lenin's

technicism, inherited from his orthodox philosophical teachers. Lenin

himself was insensitive to these implications. Technicism offered a lan-

guage in which to articulate his practice in a revolutionary crisis. He be-

lieved that the revolutionary movement could not spontaneously resolve

the crisis it provoked, but awaited the action ofa conscious minority for its

resolution. History would have to become the object of knowledge and

technique to realize its "necessary" progress. Lenin took it for granted that

the party could use the laws ofhistory to achieve historically possible ends.

From this point of view the entire society, including the proletariat,

appears as an object, relatively predictable and subject to control form

above. Historical necessity is not so much discovered in the gigantic power

ofits unfolding, as it is for Marx and Luxemburg, as grasped technically in

the interests ofpower. So obvious and unobjectionable did this instrumen-

tal perspective seem to Lenin that he naively claimed that "Marxism . . .

places at their lthe party'sl disposal the mighty force of millions and mil-

lions of workers."l8 This approach to history contradicts the original

Marxian reflexive theory of subjectivity, designed to transcend precisely

such a voluntaristic conception of struggle. It seemed therefore to revrve

the Jacobin-Blanquist revolutionary methods that Marx had long ago re-
jected. The old orthodory had never had to face these paradoxical conse-
quences ofits technicist interpretation of Marxism because its union and

1;. For a stimulating ifcontentious surveyolthe period, see George Lichtheim, Matxism:

An Historical and Critical Sadl, (New York Columbia University Press,1964).

18. V L Lerin, EJserltialWorks ofLenin (Netr York Bantam, 1966), 89.
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parliamentary practice could easily be seen as expressing the long-range

historical necessity ofcapitalist social evolution. But in an insurrectionarv

context, the theory revealed its anti-lvlarxist implications with a ven-

geance, particularly in Leninls reliance on Kautskian "consciousness fiom

withouC' to justify a type of political vanguardism Kautsky would never

have condoned. This argument, contained in Lenin's What Is to Be Done?,

deserves further consideration for what it shows about the doctrine Lukiics

passed over in silence in elaborating his own interpretation of Leninism-re

Like his orthodox teachers, Lenin believed that Marxism was a pure

science, that it came "from without" and was in no way a product of

proletarian class struggle, even if it took that struggle as its privileged

object of study. This Kautskian position corresponded to a respectable

epistemological model of science and assigned revolutionary intellectuals

the missionary role ofspreading socialist ideas, the source ofwhich was to

be sought in Marxism rather than in the spontaneous ideology of the

proletariat. Lenin carried the argument still further, claiming that the

spontaneous beliefs ofthe proletariat simply reflected bourgeois ideology,

"because it is more fully developed and because it possesses immeasurably

more opportunities ofbeing distributed."2o Having denied all ideological

creativity to the mass ofworkers, Lenin proceeded to sharpen the separa-

tion between the working class and the theoreticians of socialism. In

Lenin's view, theory came from "science" and not from the working class

and its struggles. Lenin considered this distinction so important that to

avoid any confusion he called "the intellectuals," including Marx and En-

gels, "representatives ofthe propertied classes."'zr And, at another point, he

insisted that when workers participate in creating socialist .theory, they

"take part not as workers, but as socialist theoreticians . . . ; in other

19. The silence is broken in luk5cs\ recently published A Delease of History and Class

Consciolstest Tailism and the Dialectic trans. E. Leslie (London and New York Verso,

2ooo). Here Lukdcs explains Lenin's theory ofconsciousness from without in termsofwhat I

call exemplary action. The proletariat, he claims, is unique because in certain specifrc tl?es

ofsituations it can grasp lhe results of action taken by the Party on the basis of a correct

theoretical knowledge ofthe society rather than on the basis ofits own average thoughts and

feelings, and, in the heat ofthe moment, leap to the higher level ofunderstanding ofsociety

exemplified bythe party's acts. This corresponds rather well to Lenin's sense ofwhat he was

actually doing, but not to his theoretical account, as I argue here.

2c. Lenin, Essential Worl<s, vol. r, r3o.

zr. tbi<l.. vol. r, rzz.
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words, they take p art only lo rhe exlent that they are able' more or less' to

acquire the knowledge oftheir age and advance that knowledge "'?2

Once Lenin's argument is pursued to its logical conclusion' the ortho-

dox premises from which he began yield an absurd result' Here theory

grips the masses with avengeance. The proletariat achieves nothing "on its

own," for its spontaneity has been reduced to bourgeois ideology and its

socialist theoreticians are "intellectuals," "scientists," and come from an

epistemological beyond or from the bourgeoisie' The rigid opposition of

"*ithin und "without" has converted the proletariat into an ideological

tabula rasa. Why did Lenin push orthodoxy to these absurd conclusions?

This appears to have been the only fundamental philosophical argument

he could formulate for justifiing the creation ofa vanguard party Unfor-

tunately, the argument is incornpatible with Marxism, which is refuted in

its basis if it cannot find in the proletariat a reality that "strives toward

thought" even as revolutionary ideas strive to enter reality as a material

force.

Consistency should not be considered a virtue in arguing for a position

as oierdrawn as Lenin's, and Lenin was not in fact perfectly consistent'

Many other passages in his writings show that he did not want to pay the

irll price ofoverthrowing Marxism to defend his theory ofthe party' Even

Wat Is To BeDoneloffered an alternative theory according to which "the

'spontaneous element', in essence represents nothing more nor less than

consciousness in an embryonic form."23 Here the class "strives toward

thought" as Marxism requires. But this alternative remained undeveloped'

no doubt because Lenin did not know how to reconcile it with his van-

guardism. The conclusion is inescapable that Lenin lacked the theoretical

means to develop a properly Marxist explanation for his own Practice

THE . ' {CTUAL ITY , '  OF  THE REVOIUT ION

Confronted with the success ofLenin's organizational innovations and the

incompetence, at least in Marxist lerms, ofhis philosophical explanations

for them, Lukdcs attempted to reduce the tension between theory and

practice. He reformulated the debate between Luxemburg and Lenin in

zz. Ibid., vol. r, t3o.
23.lbid..  vol. l .  12r.
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historical terms, situating their principal ideas with respect to different

stages in the revolutionary process' Lukiics's first sketch ofsuch a theory is

to be found in an article originally published in Die Internationale in ryzt.

Here he defended the new insurrectional tactic ofthe German Communist

party, which Clara Zetkin had attacked in the name ofRosa Luxemburg's

theory of revolutionary spontaneity. Luk6cs asked: "Do the relations be-

tween party and mass remain the same in the course ofthe entire revolu-

tionary process, or is this relation also a process, which actively and pas-

sively undergoes the compulsion of the dialectical transformation and

overthrow ofthe total process?"24

In reply he suggested the basis of his later theory of the revolutionary

process: the idea of a changing relation between spontaneity and con-

sciousness in the course ofhistory. Lukrics distinguished two main stages.

Throughout the first and longest stage, mass action is essentially spontane-

ous. It arises "reactively'' under the immediate compulsion of the eco-

nomiclaws, and all the party can do is to bring the meaning ofsuch actions

to consciousness. During this stage, "the economic and consequently the

political and ideological process" has "the necessity ofa 'natural law.' "25 To

this situation there corresponds the "classical" conception of Marxism, as

represented by Marx, Engels, and Luxemburg, with its emphasis on histor-

ical inevitability and the expressive role ofthe party. But, there is another

side to the Marxist theory of revolution, which emphasizes the goal of

"human control of history," the "realm of freedom." It is true, Lukdcs

admitted, that in classical Marxist thought this goal is always put offto a

future socialist societf. But Lukiics argued that freedom is not so much a

realm as a process, and one which begins already in the fevolutionary

movement itself. If the "leap" into the realm offreedom discussed by Marx

and Engels is conceived as a sudden break in the continuity ofhistory, then

freedom becomes a transcendent ideal, not a living force, and the problem

of moralism reappears. On the contrary, it must be seen as the result of a

gradual development in which, with the approach ofthe revolution, con-

sciousness plays a prefigurative role.

--Thus Lukiics distinguished a second main stage in the revolutionary

24. Georg Lukics, "spontaneitiit der Massen, Aktivitiit der Parterl' in Geschithte untl

Klassenbewusstsein (Berlin: Luchterhand, 1968), 136 (my tnnslation).

z5.Ibid.,  r37.
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process, the stage ofthe final crisis of capitalism, during which the growth

offreedom is reflected in a more active role for the party. During this stage'

the partf may have to follow a vanguard strategysuch as that ofthe Russian

or German Communists, energizing the working class by providing an

example of a revolutionary initiative to help it overcome its "lethargf"'26

Luk6cs did not retain the exact terms ofthis discussion in Histoly and Class

Consciousness and, Lenin, but he continued to develop the idea ofa gradual

change in the relation of spontaneity and consciousness in the course of

the revolutionary process. Indeed' Lenin was based on the theory of the

second stage: "Lenint concept of party organization," he wrote there,

"presupposes the fact-the actuality-of the revolution."2T This idea was

brought in constantly to explain the differences between Lenint approach

and traditional Marxist strategy and organization.

ln History and Class Consciousness,Lukfcs argued that as the revolution

approaches, the next step on the path to socialism becomes less and less

obvious; the spontaneous reaction of the class to the operation of the

economic laws is no longer an adequate guide and actions must be based

increasingly on the objectiYe Potentialities of the society. Instrumental

considerations take their place alongside expressive ones in the life ofthe

party: "The closer this process comes to its goal the more urgent it becomes

for the proletariat to understand its own historical mission and the more

vigorously and directly proletarian class consciousness will determine each

ofits actions. For the blind power of the forces at work will only advance
'automatically' to their goal of self-annihilation as long as that goal is not

within reach. When the moment of transition to the 'realm of freedom'

arrives this will become apparent just because the blind forces really will

hurtle blindly towards the abyss, and only the conscious will ofthe pro-

Ietariat will be able to save mankind from the- impending catastrophe"

(HCC 69-7o). Here was to be found the justification for Lenin's apparent

voluntarism. As the theoretician of the final crisis of capitalism, Lenin

understood the increasing role of consciousness better than the represen-

tatives of the "classical" Left. His break with the organizational and stra-

tegic theory of the Marxist tradition looked like a return to Jacobin-
Blanquist methods out ofthe distant past, but in fact, Lukiics argued, this

26.lbid.,  r41.
27. L:ukecs, Lenin. 26,
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was no nostalgic backward glance but a much-needed adjustment of the

working-class movement to the demands ofthe new revolutionary era.

P A R T Y ,  C L A S S .  A N D  C L A S S  C O N S C I O U S N E S S

This historical justification of Leninism raises once again the problem of

the deeper relation of theory and practice that Marx originally addressed

with the concept of reflexive subjectivity. Even if the sort of party Lenin

created is the most effective in a revolutionary crisis, it remains to be seen if

anything more than opportunity links it to the proletariat. This is not a

merely theoretical concern, as the history of Stalinism has shown. It is

unfortunate that Lukdcs's early interpretation ofLeninism should now be

widely condemned as Stalinist when in fact he was attempting to replace

the implicit technicism of Lenin's own self-interpretation that bore such

bitter fruit under Stalin.'z8

Marxists were well aware that theory contained contents with no tmme-

diate relation to the everyday life ofthe working class, for example, abstract

ideas about the circulation of money or the schemata of reproduction of

capital. These ideas can be called "proletarian" only in the very limited

sense thatthey,like Marxist thought in general,lie under the horizon ofthe

class standpoint ofthe proletariat. This horizon, Lukiics argued, is defined

by the possibility of a dialectical transcendence of bourgeois reification,

both in practice and theory. But such ideas do notbring the meaning ofany

specific action to consciousness. They thus "represent the proletariat," in

Marx's phrase, only scientificallS not as moments in its self-consciousness.

The Leninist dilemma oftheory and practice arises when the success of

the movement depends on translating ideas of this tlpe into action. rr'\4lat

happens when the mere addition ofself-consciousness to action is insuffi-

cient, when "what must be done" no longer follows in a smooth con-

tinuum along the path ofthe actualization ofthe latent meaning ofsponta-

neous action? Lenin argued that in this situation the party must come

forward as an independent historical subject. The masses then appeared as

just another objective condition the party had to take into account in

28. For a fulthe! discussion of Lukrics's theory ofclass consciousness and the Party, see

Andrew Feenberg, Lukdcs, Marx and the Soutces of Oitical Theory (New York Oxford

University Press, 1986), chap. 5.
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pursuing its goals. What is lost in this account is the complex communica-

ii* uniro.iut climension of the interaction of party and class. It is this

in teract ionthatmustexpla intheauthor i tyof thepar ty 'whichhasno

coercive basis and which is not itself technical' Luk6cs tried to reconstruct

lh is  aspeci  o f  t  he re lat ion in  I  way more consjs tenl  wi th  Marx ism'

There are good practical reasons for doing so' Luk6cs argued' The risk

ofsectar ian ismisobviouswhent l - reoret ica l ly inspi redpar ty in i t ia t ives

leavethenassesfarbehindinorder lorespond. .correct ly ' ' toobject ive

instrumental lequirements. Thus Lukics wrote' "The Communist Party

doesnot funct ionasastand. in for thepro letar ia tevenintheory ' ' (HCC

327). In sectarianrsm one can see clearly the dialectical correlation oftech-

ni.ir. und ethical idealism: the party may unconsciously fall back inio a

moral stance in relation to soctety, posing ethical exigencies disguised as

sc ient i f iccer ta int ies.sectar ian ismcanbeavoidedonlywheretheParty

continues to advance the proletarian learning process The trick is to do so

offensively, without simply following the class (HCC 3zo-21' 326-27) '

Surprisingly, this analysis of sectarianism corresponds precisely to the

theory widely attributed to Lukiics by recent scholarship Kolakowski' for

example, argues that since, according to Lukdcs' proletarian 
-class 

con-

sciousness is embodied in rhe party, the party can safely ignore the emplrr-

cal consciousness of the proletariat and act on its own' For Lukdcs' he

concludes, "the party is always right "2e Yet what Lukiics actually says is that

given the active role of the party, it must possess the correct tlleory to

survive, "for otherwise the consequences of a false theory would soon

destroy it" (HCC tzil. What Kolakowski misses is Lukdcs's attempt to

overcome Lenin's technicist self-understanding, and to explain the actual

social learning process Leninism inrplied for Western revolutionaries in

this period. (This is, ofcourse, not to say that they succeeded in perform-

ing according to Lukdcs's prescriptions.)

Lukdcs argued that it is necessary to distinguish "classical" expressive

acts of the party, which follow and render explicit the content of class

action, from a new t1.pe ofexemplary party intervention that precedes class

actions, the necessitl ' ofwhich it makes visible to the class for the first tinre'

In both cases the party's acts are tloubly meant' once in function of the

z9'I ,eszekKolaktlwski.M|1i l( ' l1tfcl1tso'fM||fxisln: j-1.hcf lrcakdowt(NewVlrk:oxfold

Llniversit,v Press, r978 ),.:lt:.
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particular obiective theyaim at, and then a second time in function oftheir
expected impact on class consciousness. But in the era of the actuality of
the revolution, the passage from latent theoretical concepts to practical
and active class consciousness must be immensely accelerated to coincide
with the rhphms of instrumental effectiveness in a political crisis. This
coincidence can be achieved where, bytheir exemplary form, instrumental
actions also serve to advance consciousness. Thus Luk6cs wrote: "The
struggle of the Communist party is focused upon the class conscrousness
of the proletariat. Its organisational separation from the class does not
mean in this case that it wishes to do battle for its interests on its behalfand
in its place. . . . Should it do this, as occasionally happens in the course of
revolution, then it is not the first instance an attempt to fight for the
objective goals of the struggle in question (for in the long run these can
onlybe won or retained by the class itself), but only an attempt to advance
or accelerate the development ofclass consciousness" (HCC 326).

But what is to guide the partyin making such daring thrusts beyond the
achieved level ofworking-class consciousness? And what guarantees that it
will really remain the party of the class in engaging in such prefigurative
actions? Lukecst theory ofclass consciousness was designed to solve these
problems by explaining the dependence of the party on the class even in
the second stage, characterized by party autonomy and conscious initia-
tive. Lukics distinguished between the concept of class consciousness,
based on the objective determinants of the everyday activity of the class,
and. the actual thoughts and t'eelings of members of the class. The former
were derived by theoretical analysis and the latter observed empirically.
"Class consciousness," as Lukics now defined it, would be the 

'signifcance

ofclass action represented as "objectively possible" contents ofconscious-
ness with which members of the class might aticulate the meaning of their
lives. Experience showed that the results of empirical observation often
deviated significantly from theoretical expectations. In practice, the objec-
tively possible beliefs described in the theoretical model had to compete,
and not always very successfully, with ideas borrowed from other classes or
developed idiosy'r.rcratically from a mixture ofsources. The revolution was
to beihe process in which tl.re gap between model and realitywas gradually
reduced (HCC sr).

The relation ofpartyand class can be analyzed on this basis in a way that
does justice both to Marx's and Luxemburgt insistence on the reflexive

:
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natureofclassconsciousness'andtoLenirlsinsistenceontheindependent

role oftheory. The party attempts to interPret the situation ofthe class in

u..oadurla. with the concept of class consciousness' understood as the

unarticulated meaning ofclass action s some of which have not yet occurred'

This meaning can be "imputed" to the class in the expectation that' if it is

correctly interpreted, the class will recognize itself in the party's language

and acts. The translation ofthese imputed contents back into action by the

class completes the cycle in which class consciousness advances to higher

Ievels. In this model of the development of class consciousness' the ideas

the party brings to the class come both "from without"' in the sense that

theyarise fiom theory, and "from within," in the sense that they reflect the

(fuiure) truth of class action' Luk6cs's theory worked well in saving the

classical rcflexive concept of theory and the party, while also accounting

for the increasingly common situations in which theory could identift

instrumentally decisive tasks not taken up sPontaneously by class action'

Note, however, that here Lenint scientific-technical self-understanding

is completely inverted. The party does not become the subject of history

through its independent actions. Rather, these actions Pose the Party as an

object before the class. Thus Luk6cs described the party, even at its most

active, in the passive mode. He called it the "visible and organised incarna-

tion of (the proletarian) class consciousness" (HCC +z)' And' he wrote:

"The Communist party must exist as an independent organisation so that

the proletariat may be able to see its own class consciousness given histor-

ical shape. And likewise, so that in every event of dailylife the point ofview

demanded by the interests of the class as a whole may receive a clear

formulation that every worker can understand' And, finally, so that the

whole class may become fully ar,r'are of its own existence as a class" (HCC

326).
The partydoes not have "at its disposal" millions ofproletarians' but on

the contrary, it is those millions who have the party at their disposal' to

believe or disbelieve, to accept or reject' to follow or oppose on the basis of

its success in discovering and communicating the next "objectively possi-

ble" step in the evolution of class consciousness' The apparently con-

tingent technical relation ofparty to class in Lenin's theory is subordinated

here to a deeper "internal cause" that makes this technical relation possible

in the first place. The party, even in its acts, becomes the objectification of

class consciousness. It is not a mechanism ofsocial control in the service of
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the revolution; it is there to be "seen," and the sight of it inspires the

overthrow of the society.

T H E  S T A T E  A N D  T H E  M A S S

Lukdcs's synthesis of Luxemburg and Lenin drew both expressive and in-

strumental forms ofaction together under the reflexive concept ofsubjec-

tivity. Aithough he lacked the term, Lukdcs clearly grasped the concept of

exemplary action, which supplied the mediating linkbetween the aPparent

contraries. The synthesis broke down, however, when Luk6cs turned from

explaining the relation of partF to class before the revolution to their

relation afterward in the socialist state. Once the party's acts became acts of

state, the informal popular controls under which it developed could no

longer ensure its subordination to the class, and yet Luk6cs proposed no

new controls capable of preventing a regression to Jacobin voluntarism.

Lukfcst discussion ofsocialism is nevertheless interesting as an attempt to

sketch the outlines of a public sphere based on a social movement rather

than on "politics" in the usual sense ofthe term. The bourgeois parliamerr-

tary public sphere was to be transcended through forms of collective ac-

tion that went beyond mere verbal propaganda addressed to the individual

consciousness of the isolated voter. The social basis of this new public

sphere was the Soviet, or workers' council, which overcame the isolation of

the individual and the split between economic and political life on which

this isolation is based.

Luk6cs's description of the Soviets has a distinctly Luxemburgian cast,

and reflects her own analysis ofsimilar phenomena in the r9o5'Revolution.

For both Luxemburg and Luklcs, the Soviets represent the point oftransi-

tion from a reactive spontaneitF under the impulse ofthe economic laws to

a creative social movement capable ofrestructuring society. To explain this

transition, Lukiics framed Luxemburg's analysis in terms of his theory of

the transcendence of reification in a proletarian consciousness oriented

toward the "totality'' ofsociety. Here is a long passage that summarizes this

extraordinary theory:

The Soviet system, for example, always establishes the indivisible unity

of economics and politics by relating the concrete existence of men-
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their immediate daily interests, etc.-to the essential questions of so-
ciety as a whole. it also establishes the unity in objective reality where
bourgeois class interests created the "division of labor" above all, the
unity ofthe power "apparatus" (army, police, government, the law etc.)
and "the people." . . . Everywhere, the Soviet system does its utmost to
relate human activity to general questions concerning the state, the
economy, culture, etc., while fighting to ensure that the regulation ofall
such questions does not become the privilege of an exclusive bureau-
cratic group remote from social life as a whole. Because the Soviet
system, the proletarian state, makes societyaware ofthe real connection
between all moments of social life (and later objectively unites those
which are as yet objectively separate-town and country, for example,
intellectual and manual labor, etc.-it is a decisive factor in the orqani-
zation ofthe proletariat as a class."3o

This description of the Soviets begins to suggest a theory of socialist
citizer.rship, and as such it marks a definite advance over most Marxist
discussions ofsocialist politics, which waver between utopian speculation
and unimaginative appeals to the example of existing bourgeois demo-
cratic forms. And yet it is puzzling that neither here nor elsewhere did
Lukdcs discuss the institutional aspects ofthe socialist state, such as voting,
the organization ofpublic debate, competition between parties, the rights
of individuals and groups, and so on. How important is the missing in-
stitutional theory from a Marxist standpoint? Given Marxt frequent crit-
icism of the limitations of capitalist democracy, and the latter Communlst
record in this regard, one might imagine that Lukilcst omission is quite
"orthodox." Yet the one text in which Marx examines workers' power, The
Civil War in France, contains extensive diseussion of the institutional
structure ofthe socialist state. This discussion is governed by the original
impulse of Marx's early critique ofpolitical revolution, which is the search
for a way of subordinating the new socialist state to the social movement.
Marx judges some means inherited from capitalist democracy effective for
this purpose (such as voting), and others counterproductive (such as sepa-
ration of powers). \,\4rether one agrees with his conclusions or not, it is

30 . L\k6.s, Lcnin, 67-68.
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clear that he took seriously the danger ofa new dictatorship arising on the

back of the revolution. How could he not with the example of the two

Napoleons fresh in his mind?

Rather than developing an institutional theory ofthis sort, Lukdcs ju't-

taposed his theory of the Soviets with a theory of the vanguard party

derived from the first few years ofthe Russian example. He wrote that "the

party's role in a revolution-the masterly idea of the early Lenin-is even

more important and more decisive in the period of transition to socialism

than in the preparatory period."3t And he argued that the apparent contra-

diction between the authority ofthe party and the democratic tasks of the

revolution is in fact "the dialectically correct solution to the objective

contradictions" of the situation.32 This only makes sense if the mecha-

nisms that ensured the subordination of the party to the class before the

revolution will work afterward to prevent the autonomization ofthe state.

But that is not the case. As we have seen, Lukdcs made a convincing case for

the idea that before the revolution the party could lead through exemplary .

actions lying at the intersection of instrumental and communicative ex-

igencies. In this way the party would advance the movement politically

while retaining and enlarging its base of popular support. But after the

revolution the situation has changed, and the party is not forced to seek

compromises between the instrumental requirements of effective strategic

action and the communicative conditions of maintaining a leading rela-

tionship to the class. Instead, the party focuses on gaining control ofa new

base ofpower, the coercive and administrative institutions ofthe modern

state and the tremendous propaganda means at its disposal.

What difference does this make? The Soviets cannot play the role in

relation to the new state played earlier by proletarian spontaneity as a

corrective and verification of the party's line. The party's existence ts no

longer rooted in a mass learning process; it now finds itselfat the summit

ofthe technical bureaucracies in charge ofrunning an industrial society in

which workers appear as simple subordinates. Where before, Lukiics could

3L Ibid.,86.

32. Ibid., 82. Contrary to Kolakowski, statements such as these were not meant to iusti&

eliminating the Soviets in favo! ofthe party (Kolakowoski, Mait c' urents of Marxism,283).

Luktrcs still regarded the Soviets as the cote of the socialist state. Luk:ics's Problem in this

period was that he affirmed ,ort Soviets and Pafiywithout offering an ad€quate account of

their relations.
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write that the "consequences of a false theory would soon destroy" the

party, now it is the people who must pay the price for their leaders' errors

(gCC gzz). The back-and-forth movement from party to class' conscious-

;ess to spontaneity, through which both were supposed to advance in

synergy, is replaced by the command structure of modern management'

By no stretch of the imagination can the acts of the party at this point be

described as moments in the self-reflection ofthe class'

One might argue that Lenin had few choices as a leader of a historical

movement while still expressing concern about the direction he was com-

pelled by circumstance to take' Certainly the single-party state established

in Russia ought to have been a subject for concern among Marxists' iffor

no other reason, on the basis of a reading of The Civil War in France' h

seemed obvious to Marx in r87r that new institutional structures ofsocial-

ist democracy would be required to maintain the social and emancipatory

character ofthe movement. Yet it was not at all obvious to Luk6cs' nor to

many others in his position in the r9zos. Instead, he arrived theoretically at

the same contradiction at which Lenin arrived practically: the assertion of

the sirnultaneous and increased role ofboth the masses and the Commu-

nist party in a single-party Soviet state. In practice, this contradiction was

resolved by the collapse ofthe social movement and the creation of a new

kind oftyranny without precedent in Marxist theory'

The inability of most revolutionary Communists in the 192os to foresee

and forestall the Stalinist catastrophe was due to a deep failure of theory

and imagination. The cause ofthis failure was twofold' On the one hand'

thinkers and activists like Luk6cs and Lenin confused emergency measures

taken in the shadow of a revolution in a backward country with funda-

mental changes in the nature ofthe public sphere under socialism' C)n the

other hand, and as a result of this first errijr, they underestimated the

validity ofthe classic teachings concerning the political and legal precondi-

tions of democracy developed in the course of several centuries ofbour-

geois and Marxist reflection and experience. The consequences of this

failure are still very much with us and represent the innel theoretical limit

of the dominant forms of Communism down to the present day.3t

33 Luk:ics himself never tnnscended them. S eehis The Process o.f Defiocfitization (N-

bany: SUNY Press, rggr). For a contemporaryaccount ofthe problems in the Maniist iheory

ofthe state, see Paul Thomas, Alier Pohrics (New York Routledge, 1994)
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